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The Saturday Road 
There’s a place in my head called  The Saturday Road; as a child I used to 
look to the mountains on the way to school, longing to get out there 
come Saturday. 
I can’t remember a time in my life when I didn’t have a secret road to  
wander, from derelict urban sites to mountains, boreens to the six-lane  
motorway space of the Kerry strands, and I was never in my life  
happier than when I was free to escape and wander them. 
We all need a Saturday Road, a place where the world gets left behind, 
you can live with just the sound of your own thoughts and you don’t 
need to wear a watch because even if you stay too long it doesn’t matter: 
tomorrow is Sunday. 
 
I hope you always have a place of escape and freedom to enjoy. 
Best wishes, 
 
 
Linda Graham, North Kerry. 

Still Life   23 cm x 30 cm   Oil on Canvas 

Front cover  - detail from “Black Heart” 



The Saturday Road I 

50 cm x 50 cm 

Oil on Canvas 



No Day for Blackberries 

60 cm x 80 cm 

Oil on Canvas 



Autumn Dancing 

60 cm x 60 cm 

Oil on Canvas 



Dreams of Peace II 

20 cm x 20 cm 

Oil on Board 

Dreams of Peace I 

20 cm x 20 cm 

Oil on Board 



Evening Shadows Make 

Me Blue 

30 cm x 30 cm 

Oil on Board 

Turning Days 

25 cm x 25 cm 

Oil on Board 



Blue Hollies 

40 cm x 40 cm 

Oil on Board 



Path of Childhood Dreams 

50 cm x 50 cm 

Oil on Canvas 



The Saturday Road III  

(The Summit) 

50 cm x 50 cm 

Oil on Canvas 



Back cover  - “White Heart”, 90 cm x 90 cm, Oil on Canvas 

Flying Homeward   30 cm x 30 cm   Oil on Board 

The artist wishes to thank Dr. Noelle Campbell Sharp and all the staff at 
Origin Gallery, the staff and patrons of the Cill Rialaig Project, Robert 
Lock for catalogue design, this blue and green planet which is a constant 
source of inspiration, and all those who have supported me in my work.  

Linda Graham’s work can be seen at Origin Gallery, Dublin,  Siopa Chill Rialaig, 
Ballingskelligs, or at www.lindagrahamart.com. 
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